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Kodaikanal is a hill resort in Tamil Nadu, which mesmerizes you with its splendor and harmony. A
honeymooners' haven, Kodaikanal snuggles brilliantly amidst the creases of the Pali hills. The pride
of Kodaikanal is the 'Kurinji-flower', which blossoms once in 12 years conveying an ethereal
exquisiteness to the hills. Kodaikanal seems to be imparted with all forms of splendor by Nature-
grandiose hills, impressive rocks, gorgeous waterfalls, a tranquil lake, fruit orchards, lush flora -
which makes it one of the most admired hill stations in South India. travllers can explore Kodai Lake,
Shenbaganur Museum, Coakerâ€™s walk, Berijam lake, Dolphinâ€™s nose, Boat Club, Telescope houses,
Silver cascade, Pillar rocks, Bryant Park, Kurinji Andavar Temple, Bear Shola falls etc.

Being one of the most common hill stations of southern India ever year large number of travllers visit
this destination to escape from the hustle bustle of city life. On the trip travllers can realize that
hotels in Kodaikanal provide excellent options for you as one can find comfortable accommodation
at affordable prices. These hotels with its superb range of facilities aim to offer dedicated services to
the travllers. Most of the hotels in Kodaikanal are centrally located near the prime attractions of the
hill resort. These hotels are suitable for all kinds of travllers weather on family holidays, honeymoon,
and weekend getaway and also for business travllers. Some of the hotels offer special business
facilities and help out with all required arrangements for conferences, workshops and seminars.

The rooms of hotels in Kodaikanal are well appointed and also have arrangements for family suites,
deluxe rooms and semi deluxe rooms inspite of low fare charge. Time to time these hotels also
come up with various kinds of offers and discount to cater the travllers. The comfortable
accommodation and wholesome nutritious food comes easily at a low cost. In addition they also
take personal care in providing emergency needs and car hire facilities, and makes complete
arrangement for tours and nearby excursions.

Some of the hotels are equipped with spas and other recreational activities; they very well manage
to cater the urban tired travllers in sophistication and comfort. With lots to experience in Kodaikanal,
the tourism of the place offers wide range of resorts as per the budget of the travllers and promise to
please its visitors with diverse backgrounds.

So come and visit this charismatic hill town and create unforgettable memories with your loved ones.
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